
SOUND ADVICE by Rob Lester

The tale of a real-life show biz family troupe from the old days brings kids and kidding around back around for 
vaudeville cheer in a new cast album. It's full of old songs and a few new ones, with a mixed-age cast, featuring 
some young kids. 

THE SEVEN LITTLE FOYS -- THE PREMIERE CAST RECORDING Original Cast Records

"Goodnight, Mother. I love you more than applesauce," says one of the kids in The Seven Little Foys, a song-
packed, sunshine-filled musical biography of the family touring act from days of vaudeville. Quite a bit of 
dialogue and narration, often with underscoring or piano vamping, is included to give a sense of this musical I 
remember vividly as a highlight a couple of years ago in the annual New York International Fringe Festival 
theatre caravan of new musicals and plays (which begins again in this week). The bulk of the repertoire here 
consists of period songs, many well known such as "Shine On, Harvest Moon" and "Some of These Days," and 
includes material that was actually part of the Foys' repertoire. It's supplemented by original songs by the show's 
director/writer/arranger, Chip Deffaa, who was born in the area where the Foys lived. A great lover/expert of the 
early show biz era, his contributions fit right in like long-lost unpublished genuine articles.

This mostly cheery, perky collection of nifty nostalgia is most welcome: the sentimental time-travel trip to a 
bygone innocent time is entertaining and loveable. Wearing its corny heart proudly, brimming with energy and 
unpretentious bubbling joy, the project is sweet and swell, fully embracing the style, rather than winking. No 
fish out of water here. The name Eddie Foy, Jr. may be most familiar to Broadway musical theatre fans as the 
song-and-dance man who played that jealous time-study man Heinz on Broadway and on film in The Pajama 
Game, preserved on the original cast and soundtrack albums. It's Eddie Foy Senior who is the father of this 
gaggle of kids, with Junior one of the seven. Their saga was also told in a film starring Bob Hope.

The action of the story begins during a summer exactly 100 years ago as the family puts on a show in their 
home to entertain each other, allowing for introductions of the characters through their specialty numbers and 
cramming in a bright batch of old-timey songs. There's a lot of heart and zip, although the singing abilities and 
projected confidence of the children vary considerably. These are not slick, overly-polished show-biz belting 
kids, but a more natural-sounding cast, and not all are right on mark on pitches or tempi. But the cute factor that 
comes through on audio is some compensation. And with so many songs and tracks (37!), there is plenty of 
good (some tracks are brief reprises, and there are two big medleys, themed for Irish and World War I songs). 
As things progress, we hear the family's stage repertoire, stop for a family tragedy, hear about sneaking around 
child labor laws, and get a taste of some ups and downs of life on the road.

Michael Townsend Wright plays patriarch Foy with an easygoing manner and performing savvy, and much 
affection as he struts his stuff in this nostalgia-stuffed songfest. A major treat is having Jon Peterson on board as 
family pal George M. Cohan; the live wire singer/dancer/actor played Cohan in different Deffaa plays about 
him (George M. Cohan Tonight! was also preserved on Bruce Yeko's Original Cast Records label). He's the 
"ringer" here and a major shot of adrenalin and panache. Beth Bartley sings with tremendous warmth as the 
mother in some rich moments, notably a throaty and tender "Meet Me Tonight in Dreamland." The kids each get 
their moment(s), with lots of group singing, too. Zachary Riopelle, a student at NYC's performer-friendly 
LaGuardia High School, stands out on two featured numbers. The value of this is to get a feel for the show and 
the times, not to have pristine and definitive versions of numbers we lovers of the golden age have known for 
very long time, such as Irving Berlin's dance novelty "The International Rag."

The new songs by Chip Deffaa, who also revised and tweaked some of the oldies, are delicious. It's always 
dangerous (some would venture to say foolhardy) to add new bits to the mix of the authentic, no matter how 
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successful the pastiche is. But Deffaa, who does his homework and immerses himself happily in the era and its 
sensibilities, is the right man for the job, and his work makes for highlights rather than also-ran wannabes. As a 
writer, he metaphorically slips into the tap shoes and minds of the characters, allowing for some plot songs, 
rather than trying to make an established, well-known song try to act as such. It's a wise move; otherwise, it 
would be even more of a vaudeville show on disc. "Someday" is the take-home tune to get wrapped up in here. 
A segment with a trio of originals, "One More Christmas," "Sometimes I Miss New Rochelle" and "Please Wait 
for Me," brings a sense of the old with the new; there's a "Kiss" in the "Miss" with its strains recalling the 
period antique survivor, "I Wonder Who's Kissing Her Now." Likewise, "Struttin'" brings tradition and dance 
steps.

Accompaniment is Richard Danley (who has worked with the writer/director on other projects, the latest being a 
cast album for what might be a kind of a cousin of this show, One Night with Fanny Brice) on piano and Andy 
Stein on violin. They are spot on. One gets the feeling of a living room salon as well as a sense of the 
trademarks of style of this period, while the plot songs have a more "real" flavor, without seeming out of place. 
With so much fun and fizz and warm/cozy factors, I love it more than applesauce.
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